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FRANKFURT AM MAIN – After the COVID-19 Pandemic hit the sports industry, with events being
canceled or without the presence of the public, the sector is now in an ascending trajectory. In this
landscape, betting and iGaming have become increasingly popular as leisure options that are
available in the safety of our homes. A report published earlier this year by Goldman Sachs states that
the sports betting and iGaming market stands on the verge of a massive growth path in the next
decade with revenues in North America, accumulating more than $50 billion in volume.

Canadian investors who seek to benefit from these thriving concepts can now count on a new product and gain
exposure to this industry. Harvest Portfolios Group Inc. (“Harvest”) launches the first Harvest Digital Sports
& Entertainment Index ETF (“HSPN”) in the country, with Solactive’s Sports & Entertainment Index
serving as the underlying for the ETF. The index primarily includes issuers that are engaged in iGambling,
eGaming, sports equipment & apparel, event bookings & entertainment, and professional sports that are listed
on a regulated stock exchange in North America and select global developed markets.
The selection is done based on screening of publicly available information such as financial news, business
profiles, and company publications using ARTIS®, Solactive’s proprietary natural language processing
algorithm.

“The launch of this new Harvest ETF with Solactive Sports & Entertainment Index as the underlying reflect
that we are together at ahead of the trends. We are happy to collaborate with Harvest to make it possible for
investors to gain exposure and participate in the evolution of this growing market,” comments Timo Pfeiffer,
Chief Markets Officer at Solactive.

“We are excited to bring another first to Canada with the Harvest Digital Sports & Entertainment Index ETF,"
said Michael Kovacs, President and CEO of Harvest. "Sports entertainment has grown into a true global leisure
industry and has experienced wide acceptance across all venues from spectator to e-gaming to merchandizing
and ticketing. The Sports business is regaining its foothold after months of lost revenues and empty stadiums
while e-gaming continues to grow into a multibillion-dollar industry."
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Note to editors
About Solactive
Solactive is a leading provider of indexing, benchmarking, and calculation solutions for the global investment
and trading community. Headquartered in Frankfurt, and, with offices in Hong Kong, Toronto, Berlin, and
Dresden, we innovate and disrupt the status quo as the partner of choice for our clients.
The unique blend of our 250 staff’s expertise in data, data science, financial markets, and technology enables
our clients’ continued success through the delivery of a superior experience, unique customization capabilities,
and the best value for money available in the industry. With more than 18,000 indices calculated daily, we offer
a full suite of solutions, including market-leading ESG and thematic indices.
As at April 2020, Solactive served approximately 450 clients across the world, with approximately US$200
billion invested in products linked to our indices. Solactive is registered with ESMA as a benchmark
administrator and is supervised by the BaFin.

Disclaimer
The information in this document does not constitute tax, legal or investment advice and is not intended as a
recommendation for buying or selling securities. Solactive AG and all other companies mentioned in this
document are not responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statement contained
herein or for any omission.
Solactive AG, Platz der Einheit 1, 60327 Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Registered Office: Frankfurt am Main,
Registration Court: Amtsgericht Frankfurt am Main, HRB: 79986, USt-IdNr.: DE 255 598 976. Management
Board: Steffen Scheuble, Christian Vollmuth, Alexander Steiner, and Timo Pfeiffer, Head of Supervisory Board:
Dr Felix Mühlhäuser.
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